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Joe Snelson Is New
SBE President
He pledges that the society's education efforts
will continue to grow
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INDIANAPOLIS — Joe Snelson never
envisioned himself in the role of party
planner, but the new president of the
Society of Broadcast Engineers will
have abig hand in preparing that organization's biggest celebration when it
marks its 50th anniversary in 2014.
Snelson, vice president of engineering at Meredith Corp., begins his term
with a clear focus on education. He
will be inducted as president during
SBE's Annual Membership Meeting in
Indianapolis at the end of October.
SBE is the professional organization of engineers in radio, television
and related fields; it has approximately
5,300 members in 114 chapters across
the United States; its footprint includes
Hong Kong, Puerto Rico, Saipan and
the U.S. Virgin Islands. The society also
has affiliations with broadcast engineering groups in South Korea, Mexico,
Brazil, the Philippines, India, Pakistan,
Uruguay and Canada.
Snelson succeeds Ralph Hogan, who
will remain on the board as immediate past president. Hogan told Radio
World, "As Icomplete my tenure as SBE
president, the biggest challenges that
face SBE's new president and essentially all broadcasters are the National
Broadband Plan. spectrum auctions and
the loss of retiring engineers from the

industry at an alarming rate."
The 63-year-old Snelson, who also
chairs the SBE Frequency Coordination
Committee and serves on the organization's National Certification and
Government Relations Committees,
said education will draw a lot of his
focus during his 12-month term.
"I agree with Ralph on the three
challenges he identified," he said. "One
of my goals is to explore how we can
get newcomers into the broadcast engineering field. But it's not just getting
newcomers into the business, but ensuring they can receive proper ' raining in
(continued on page 6)
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Colleagues Recall Kinsley Jones
Former radio jock found his niche in engineering and equipment sales
BY SCOTT FYBUSH

ellite gear to outfit its new
affiliate uplink center in
DALLAS -FT. WORTH —
Charlotte, N.C., according
to Harland. "That was abig
Kinsley Jones was hardly alone
project. Scientific-Atlanta
in getting hooked on radio in
the 1960s. As a young man,
was the big supplier at that
point, and that really put
he worked his way "town to
Andrew on the map."
town, up and down the dial" as
During his ER! years,
an itinerant DJ in the Pacific
Northwest, starting in his
Jones played a key role in
master FM and TV antenna
hometown of Yakima, Wash.
Kinsley ones
But unlike so many jocks of
projects at 4 Times Square
in New York City and at the Senior Road
the era, Jones segued into broadcast engitower site in Houston. At ChurchillTerry,
neering and then into equipment sales.
one of Jones' major consulting clients
It's in that role that he's being fondly
was Myat Inc., manufacturer of transmisremembered after his death in August.
sion system components.
"He was just areal pro. He understood
the business and was in it for a long
PROBLEM SOLVER
time," said Bill Harland, vice president
"Kin was incredibly smart," Terry
of marketing at ERI, where Jones held
said. "People would present him with a
the same position from 2002 until 2007.
problem, whether it was an engineering
Most recently, Jones was a partner
in the consulting firm ChurchillTerry.
problem or abusiness problem. Kinsley

Jones and his son Brian stopped and
bought aball of twine that they passed
through the wiper arms and into the
front windows on each side of the car.
"Whenever they needed the wipers, Kin
would pull on one end and Brian would
pull on the other to move the wipers
back and forth!"
Earlier in his career, Jones had
also been a recording engineer who'd
worked on sessions with the Carpenters
during his days in Los Angeles. His day
job in the early 1970s was as chief engineer of KIQQ(FM), according to Terry.
Jones was notable for his commitment
to boosting the careers of women, even
as far back as the 1970s. "There are any
number of women who would stand
up and say Kin helped advance their
careers:' Terry said.
Kin Jones was diagnosed with cancer in late January. "When he was first
diagnosed," Terry said, " I asked him

)roadcast gear from people you trust
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Principal John Terry recalled him as a
"brilliant salesperson, but not the Herb
Tarlek type."
"Kin genuinely liked people:' Terry
said. " He liked customers, he liked
solving problems, and I think every
company he ever worked with saw an
increase in sales when he was there."
Jones died a few days short of his
64th birthday, Terry said in an email.
There were plenty of companies on
Jones' résumé, according to his LinkedIn
profile: He worked in sales for Harris
from 1975-1980, moved to the nowdefunct
transmitter
manufacturer
McMartin, then to Moseley, Townsend
(later merged into today's LarcanTTC), Omega Industries, Andrew and
Comark-Thales before arriving at ERI.
At ChurchillTerry, one of Jones' major
consulting clients was Myat Inc., the
New Jersey-based manufacturer of transmission system components.
At Andrew, Jones was instrumental
in landing abig order from NBC for sat-

had this ability to very quickly
analyze the situation, analyze
the people and come up with a
solution. He was an absolutely
brilliant negotiator. Any time
we had any sort of negotiation, I'd hand it over to Kin."
Jones also earned a business
certification from Southern
Methodist University in 2012.
Away from the negotiating Kinsley Jones at astation in the Pacific Northwest
table, friends remember him in the early 1970s.
as aman of many interests.
what he wanted to do, and he said Iwant
"He had acollection of antique radito keep working for as long as Ican,
os he worked on, but his big passion
and he literally did. He was meeting
was antique cars:' Terry said. "His dad
was in the auto parts business, and he
with clients two weeks before he passed
away, and was e-mailing me" the night
had probably six or eight cars. He had
a place up in Missouri where he kept
before he was taken to the hospital. " I
hope Ilive my life half as well as Kin
them. He told me astory about going to
lived his," Terry said.
Oregon to get acar, and he and his son
Jones is survived by his wife, Barbara;
were driving back across the country
when the vacuum pump went out, so no
by two daughters and two sons from two
marriages; and by several grandchildren
windshield wipers."
When it started raining, Terry said,
and great-grandchildren.
-
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'Radio Is No Longer Spinning aDial'
Broadcast and streaming sessions at AES
explore new angles on familiar problems
David Bialik has done his usual fine
job of assembling sessions at AES to
catch the eye of the audio technologist
or radio guru.
The convention takes place this month
in New York; we told you last issue about
some of the show's themes, and we noted
some promising products. Here, let's
focus on broadcast and streaming media
sessions, which Bialik organizes.
Among the highlights is aThursday
discussion about "Listener Fatigue and
Retention," moderated by Dick Burden
and including panelists Frank Foti of
the Telos Alliance, Greg Ogonowski of
Orban, Sean Olive of Harman International, Robert Reams of Psyx Research
and Grammy-winning producer/engineer Elliot Scheiner.
When Iasked Bialik what's new in
the area of listener fatigue, he replied,
"What isn't new? It's the never-ending
battle to have our audience last longer,
and to keep them." He joked that even
"Star Trek" was only supposed to be a
five-year mission.
Avoiding listener fatigue, he said,

issue, because now you have stations
that have their audio content injected
from various sources, as well as Internet
streaming coming into the car. Do you
have to standardize on loudness? Do
you want commercials that are 3or 6dB
louder than the content, and shakes you
up while you're driving? Will there be a
new loudness war?"
NO MORE MP3?
Then the track turns to the pro-

"is a never-ending battle," not just for
broadcasters but for consumer electronics manufacturers, music producers and
even cellphone carriers.
Bialik himself will chair the session
"Loudness Control for Radio and
Internet Streaming," featuring Frank
Foti of Telos, John Kean of NPR, Thomas Lund of TC Electronic, Jan Nordmann of Fraunhofer and Bob Orban
of Orban. Isn't the loudness war over?
Well, the answer isn't as simple as you
might think, given that Internet streaming has brought anew playing field into
the discussion.
"Radio is no longer spinning adial,"
Bialik said. "You're typing in digital
numbers. ... It's going to be a major

vocative question "Is it Time to Retire
the MP3 Protocol for Streaming?"
Ray Archie of CBS chairs a group
that includes MP3 innovator Karlheinz
Brandenburg of Fraunhofer along with
John Kean of NPR, Jan Nordmann of
Fraunhofer, Greg Ogonowski of Orban
and Greg Shay of the Telos Alliance.
According to the abstract, " It has
been over 25 years since the MP3 codec
was introduced to the audio community.
With lossy audio encoding, such as an
MP3, there is a not so fine balance
between audio quality and file size.
With the ever-increasing availability of
bandwidth, file size has diminished as
aconsideration for audio streaming and
codec related loss in audio quality is
much more apparent."

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane
Also of interest is a Friday session
chaired by Glynn Walden of CBS about
"Broadcasting During a Disaster."
We've seen a number of panels over
recent years about how stations can best
prepare for, and get through, emergencies. The discussion becomes even more
important now that the radio industry
is leaning so hard on the idea of being
"first informers" (yes, radio always has
delivered that service; but politically this
aspect of radio is abig point right now).
The specific subject of the panel is
Hurricane Sandy, which spun up almost
exactly a year ago. Panelists include
Rob Bertrand of CBS, Howard Price
of ABC/Disney, Tom Ray of Tom Ray
Broadcasting Consulting and Richard
Ross of WADO/Univision.
"Content Delivery and the Mobile
Initiative" is the subject of a session
chaired by Neil Glassman of WhizBandPowWow. With consumer use of
mobile on adramatic up-curve, content
providers face big challenges; what does
it mean to your business that smart-
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phones and tablets have become critical consumption tools, and that legacy
radio receivers are no longer the only
consumer option in the car?
Participants are Stephen Baker of
Ramp, Karlheinz Brandenburg and Jan
Nordmann of Fraunhofer, John Kean
of NPR, Damon Love of SiriusXM,
Leigh Newsome of Targetspot and Greg
Ogonowski of Orban.
Tackling "Modern Audio Transportation Techniques for Remote Broadcasts" are Chris Crump of Comrex,
John Kean of NPR, Greg Shay of the
Telos Alliance and Chris Tobin of Musicam USA. That session is chaired by
Herb Squire. Radio World explored this
topic in our eBook "Fall Remote Season
Planner" last year; see rachoworld.coml
ebooks for all of our eBook titles.
Another subject well familiar to our
readers is "Maintenance, Repair and
Troubleshooting." Chairing an AES
session on that topic is ace troubleshooter John Bisset of the Telos Alliance,
who for years has collected and shared
your engineering tips in our Workbench
column at Radio World. Helping him in
the discussion will be Michael Azzarello of CBS and Bill and Kimberly Sacks
of Orban/Opti mod Refurbishing.
Valerie Tyler of the College of San
Mateo will moderate "HTML5 and
Streaming." This is the fifth revision of
the Hypertext Markup Language standard.
"One feature is the media player
and how it handles media being downloaded or streamed," according to the
summary. "This session will look into
the technical considerations for media
to be played back as well as the user
interfaces." Speakers are Jan Linden of
Google, Greg Ogonowski of Orban and
Charles Van Winkle of Adobe.
And aSaturday session on "Facility
Design" will look at the audio planning
aspects within two notable recent projects: ESPN's new production complex
in Bridgeport, Conn., and QTV in Doha,
Qatar. Sergio Molho of Walters Storyk
Design Group chairs the discussion,
which includes his colleague John Storyk as well as Jim Servies, vice president, technology planning at ESPN.
Bialik — whose day job is streaming project manager at CBS — likes
to emphasize that AES broadcast and
streaming tracks are intended to be
educational, not sales pitches. And New
York is agood market for this content;
so many media are centered there, so
many commercials are created there.
He says attendees have gotten more
sophisticated in recent years, whether
they work as radio engineers, DJs or
voiceover talent. "It's interesting how
many more come in, some with garage
studios, some with big studios — but
they all have studios. It's an audience

ESPN Vice P-es dent of Technology Planning Jim Servies, in yellow vest and seen
through rows o waiting racks, conducts a construction tour of facilities in Bristol,
Corn. He will speak about auc io considerations of the project at the AES show in
New York.

many other sessions that you might find
interesting. ( Want photos from the "Sgt.
Pepper" sessions? A glimpse of the
sttilo of the future, circa 2050? A tour
of WNYC and the show "Soundcheck"?
An evening of live audio/radio drama'?

that's much more educated than ever."
For the list of broadcast and streaming
sessions see www.aes.orglevents11351
broadcast/. More topics of interest on
that page cross over from AES tracks in
Live Sound, Network Audio and other
topics. And the convention agenda has
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all facets of broadcast engineering they
will be dealing with at astation."
Challenges for members include the
increasing importance " for broadcast
engineers to stay current on all the
technologies used for content delivery
as well as how to improve the legacy
over- the-air facility."
He noted that SBE offers adiversity
of educational materials ranging from
publications to webinars and on
classes. " Many of these have been added
over the last several years. Keeping
our educational program current and
relevant serves as a good resource for
newcomers into this business as well as
those that have been in it for awhile."
Dissemination of information to
chapters will also be a priority, as will
the rollout of amentorship program.
ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE
Snelson has a limited radio background —

he was chief engineer of

and KCEZ( FM) in Kansas
City for about two years until Meredith
sold the stations to Fairbanks in 1983
— but has a wealth of television engineering experience with Meredith. The
broadcaster owns Il full- power television stations and one low- power televiKCMO(ÁM )

sion station in various top 100 markets.
He began his broadcast engineering
career in Los Angeles in the early 1970s
at KHOF(TV). He graduated from I.os
Angeles City College with an Associate
in Arts degree in broadcasting technol-

ogy. He joined Meredith in 1980 at
KCTV(TV) in Kansas City.
SBE continues to work on objectives laid out at a strategic planning

The rebranding committee, chaired
by Snelson. is considering ways to
reflect changes in technology that affect
the role and skill sets of a broadcast

sees the continued digital conversion of
television and radio as a critical issue
facing engi neers.
"On the studio and delivery side it

meeting in June 2012. These include
the need to revise its youth outreach; a
possible rebranding of the organization;
and ways to better train chapter leader-

engineer. Snelson declined to comment
on the committee's work because it is
ongoing; once the discussion on branding is concluded, a report will be submitted to the board of directors.
Of technological changes. Snelson

is crucial to construct infrastructure
that can support future upgrades. higher
hit rates and multi-channel operation.
Without adoubt it is challenging to bal-

ship. Various committees are meeting to
discuss which changes to adopt. he said.

NEWSROUNDUP
LPFM: The FCC is confident it can open the application window for new low- power FM stations on
time. FCC Audio Division Deputy Chief of Engineering Jim Bradshaw told the September commission
meeting that the division has processed thousands
of FM translator filings over the past few months.
The result could be the authorization of some 1,700
new FM translators in 2013, he said, aroughly 30
percent increase over the previously licensed total.
The agency needed to process more than 13,000
translator applications filed in Auction 83 to help
prepare to open the LPFM application window. In
February the division identified 700 " singletons,"
FM translator applications where there's no competing interest. The dismissal of some 4,000 Auction 83 translator proposals cleared space for new

erage of consumer purchase behavior globally, as
well as measure more ways that consumers spend
time with media, after its $ 1.3 billion purchase
of Arbitron. Nielsen's coverage will now span TV,
cable, online and radio. The company estimates U.S.
consumers spend an average of eight hours aday
with those media, including two with radio. Adding
radio to its measurement platform will help prove
radio's return on investment to advertisers, he said;
and with Arbitron — now called Nielsen Audio —
in the fold, Nielsen can include radio listening in its
reports, including " in car" listening, which tends to
be done near retail. The Federal Trade Commission
signed off on the deal on condition that Nielsen
make Aribtron PPM data availab;e to comScore for
an ESPN PPM cross- measurement platform- related

ance technology and a budget. It is not
(continued on page 8)

nity to develop recommendations for commission
action, if needed. With that in mind, the agency
may issue a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking later.
Comments to EB Docket 04-296 are due Oct. 23
and replies on Nov. 7.
RF DEVICES: The FCC's Enforcement Bureau cited
aCalifornia company, FCCFrequency, for marketing unauthorized RF devices. The company came to
FCC attention when
the agency
inspected
a pirate
station in

Install Your Own
Ratgo,
or nonprofit organizations

Meg

Ir

dL ation

EAS: The FCC's Public Safety & Homeland Security

Arleta, Calif.
A website screen image from the
The operacompany FCCFrequency.
tor showed
agents apurchase contract for a 100- watt transmit-

LPFMs, the FCC said, and hundreds of LPFM applicants have begun the application process. The com-

Bureau is asking for public input on equipment
and operational issues identified after the national

ter he bought for around $ 6,000 from FCCFrequency in March. The non- certified AAREFF brand trans-

mission plans to open an LPFM application window
Oct. 15. Acting Chairwoman Mignon Clyburn said,

EAS test two years ago. Some encoder/decoders
delayed releasing the alert for three minutes; the

mitter is model 100WPLLS19P and manufactured in
the Dominican Republic. FCCFrequency specializes

agency is asking manufacturers to describe how

in LPFM equipment sales and installation, according
to its website, www.fccfrequency.com. The com-

"We don't know today whether 1,000 or 10,000
applications will be filed in the LPFM window, but
we must be prepared either way."
NIELSEN-ARBITRON: Nielsen CEO David Calhoun
told investors the company plans to expand its coy-

project for up to eight years.

their devices handle the header codes. The FCC is
also asking whether a location code must be part
of presidential alerts and how long future national
tests should last. The commission sees the comments as starting adialogue with the EAS commu-

pany has until Oct. 25 to respond. The commission
said the company can challenge its version of the
facts but must confirm that it has stopped marketing and selling unauthorized RF devices.
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SNELSON
(continued from page 6)

always easy trying to persuade non-technical management not to sacrifice the
permanent on the altar of the immediate,
especially when it comes to funding."
Changing consumer consumption
patterns, while not necessarily an engineering issue, mean broadcast engineers
must be prepared to adapt and provide
content accordingly, Snelson said. "This
is why it is important to have a studio
and delivery infrastructure capable of
future changes."
Meanwhile, industry discussion of
AM revitalization has gained the attention of the society's leadership.
"We have several radio broadcast
engineers on the board of SBE who
closely follow this subject, and we will
be discussing how SBE can support AM
radio revitalization initiatives that are in
the best interest of the industry and ultimately our membership," Snelson said.
Asked whether AM/FM radio should
consider amandated conversion to digital, Snelson said he lived through the
mandated digital TV conversion and
thinks any decision has to be made in
the best interests of broadcasters.
"When government mandates are
proposed, one needs to look closely at
whom and what is driving it. Was it
driven by an industry effort or was it
due to political or budget pressures?
... Iconsider myself privileged to have
worked with some of the sharpest engineers in this business as we worked
through the issues involved with conversion. It was through that input to the
FCC that made the DTV conversion
mandate asuccess."
Snelson also said he has served on
enough SBE committees to understand
the demands on broadcast engineers
facing limited budgets while juggling
multiple facilities.
"Whether it is radio or television,
we are seeing individuals having to
operate or maintain multiple facilities.
Some of our educational offerings talk
about this subject. For example, Iwas
a co-author of the revised Television
Operators Handbook. We wrote a section in it that address automation and
centralized operations."
Radio and television both face
increased regulatory and technical challenges such as increased noise floors

October 9, 2013
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and interference; he said engineers work
constantly to provide reliability and
high-quality service to their listeners/
viewers and remain compliant with FCC
regulations. Education and informationsharing can be helpful to those that face
changing rules and regulations, he said.
LAS VEGAS SSE
Snelson, amember of the Las Vegas
chapter, hopes to nourish local chapters
during his tenure. "It's part of our strategic planning. The strength of SBE lies
in our chapters. Growing our local chapters and seeing increased participation
from the local members is important."
As for attracting newcomers, Snelson
says, "Even with regulatory and business challenges facing our industry,
this can still be arewarding business."
However, drawing fresh talent remains
difficult and complex.
"While SBE cannot control economy
or station ownership decisions, we can
and do provide various opportunities
engineers can take advantage of to further enhance their self-development and
potentially gain recognition from their
employers. Iam referring to the educational offerings, information sharing

and networking through local chapters
and the SBE program of certification in
which an individual's skills and expertise are recognized."

tifications lapse between January 1999
and January 2012 to re-instate their certification without taking an exam. The
organization plans to use the anniver-

It is not always easy trying to persuade
non-technical management not to sacrifice the
permanent on the altar of the immediate, especially
when it comes to funding.
—Joe Snelson
11111MIN

SBE also recently created amentoring sub-committee with the goal of
allowing newcomers an opportunity to
link up with a mentor to help them
develop their careers, Snelson said.
The organization will release plans
for its golden celebration in the months
to come, according to Snelson. It will
include an amnesty program for those
that may have let their SBE certification
lapse. The certification committee is
allowing those who have let their cer-

NEWSROUNDUP
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FORD-LIVIO: Ford has acquired
software developer Livio, which
becomes asubsidiary of the carmaker. Livio will function as aseparate department within
Ford Electrical/Electronic Systems Engineering, while integrated into Ford's overall connectivity operations. The deal
gives Ford access to application developers, while enabling
Livio to maintain an independent and entrepreneurial
approach, according to the companies. They haven't disclosed financial details of the transaction, though CNET
pegged the value at less than $ 10 million.
Ford Global Technologies President/CEO Bill Coughlin
said Ford is acquiring Livio "to advance connectivity for
our customers and to lead the way in in-vehicle connectivity for the entire automotive industry." Livio co-founder
and CEO Jake Sigal told Radio World the purchase allows
the companies to share technologies, intellectual properties and engineering talent as they work toward an
industry standard for in-car connectivity and smartphoneto-vehicle communications. " This news is all about accelerating astandard for the automotive industry to help
content get into cars," said Sigal.
NPR: National Public Radio seeks to trim staff by about 10
percent over the next year, through voluntary buyouts.
The broadcaster said it has an operating cash deficit of
$6.1 million, or 3percent of revenues. NPR has apayroll of
about 840 people. NPR approved abudget for fiscal 2014
that includes operating and investment revenues of $ 178.1
million, and expenses of $ 183 million. The Washington Post
calls the planned cuts one of the largest staff reductions in
NPR's history. In 2008, NPR laid off 64 employees and cut
two programs to save money.
CUMULUS-RDIO: Cumulus has partnered with subscription music service Rdio in adeal that involves content,

sary to demonstrate the significance of
member contributions to broadcasting.
A special anniversary logo and slogan
are also possibilities, the group said.
Snelson, a Certified Professional
Broadcast Engineer and 8-VSB Specialist through SBE, relocated to Las Vegas
in 2003 and maintains an office at Meredith's television station in Henderson,
Nev. He added that the location makes
attending the NAB Show "adream, as
Iget to sleep in my own bed at night."

promotion and advertising. Cumulus is getting what it
calls a "significant" equity stake in Pulser Media, Rdio's
parent, in exchange for exclusive content, media and onair promotional commitments over five years. The companies say the arrangement gives Cumulus afinancial
interest in the larger digital music ecosystem and allows
Rdio to launch free, ad-supported products while accelerating activation of new users and subscribers. CEO
Lew Dickey said the agreement " uniquely positions us
to compete aggressively against all digital audio services
for the benefit of our entire platform."
APPLE: Nissan said it would be the exclusive automotive
partner for the launch of Apple's iTunes Radio, taking
advantage of new creative formats, including audio and
video, across Apple TV, iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Mac and
PC. Among the first Nissan vehicles to be highlighted with
iTunes Radio ads are the upcoming 2014 Nissan Rogue,
Versa Note and Leaf EV. Marketing efforts for the Rogue
are designed to drive reservations for the vehicle, which
goes on sale at dealers in November. The Nissan-Apple
agreement runs through the remainder of 2013.
BMI: Broadcast Music Inc. posted revenues of $ 944 million
for the fiscal year that ended June 30. The music rights
management company said revenues increased by $ 45
million, a5percent gain over the prior year. BMI cited
consistent building of diverse revenue sources, coupled
with cost reductions, for the rise. The organization distributed $ 814 million to its affiliated songwriters, composers
and music publishers. Royalty distributions increased by
$64 million or 9percent compared to the previous year.
ONLINE LISTENING: Internet radio is now used by the
majority of Americans who are online (53 percent), and
total time spent with audio is expanding. The latter is
because people are now enjoying more audio from more
devices. Those are conclusions from anew study from Edison Research commissioned by Pandora, Spotify and Tuneln.
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ith Logitek and ENCO Inside, all of the functionality of aradio studio can be consolidated into the
Logitek JetStream Audio Networking platform. All
you need is amicrophone to make it complete!

Fei!,

incorporated within the Logitek JetStream, our integrated
console engine and IP audio networking platform that
handles routing, mixing, profanity delay and audio processing along with up to 128 digital or analog inputs/outputs
and 24 mix- minus busses.

ENCO Inside brings the ENCO DAD audio playout and
automation platform to the JetStream router. The complete
suite of utilities combines the functionality of list driven

Call today to see how easy it is to incorporate audio playout
in your networked audio system.

playout and automation, user defined hotkeys, content
creation, distribution and management, voice tracking,

ENCO Inside - another game changing innovation from

scheduling and reconciliation. All of these capabilities are

Logitek!
\

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
Phone: ( 713) 664-4470
Toll Free: ( 800) 231-5870
www.logitekaudio.com

Logitek
Networked Audio Systems
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Build aLow-Power Dummy Load
Here's aDIY project of particular help for translator and LPFM users

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

October 9. 20 I

4

Mechanically attach the two resis. tors through the lugholes by bending the short end at 90 degrees. The
lead with the 3/4-inch length should be
attached to the far hole and the 1-inch lead
to the solder hole nearest the bolthole.
<

Position angularly as indicated in
. the photos and solder the resistors
to the lug.

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

Isold low-power FM transmitters in a
former job, and one of the things Ilearned
is that most customers lacked asuitable
dummy load for testing. In new LPFM
or translator applications, you can save a
lot of time if you have away to confirm
proper operation.
Remembering the days of the Heathkit
"Can-tenna," which mounted the necessary load components in a paint can, I
contacted RW contributor Buc Fitch, who
frequently describes useful modifications
and upgrades in our pages. Buc recently
developed adummy load of his own that
mounts in an empty quart paint can (the
kind of can you can buy at Lowes or
Home Depot).
Fig. 1 shows the needed parts. Visit
your hardware drawer for brass bolts.

3

4

Bend the uncut end in imitation
V. of the assembly in Fig. 2, such
that a common circular "ring" will be
created when all 10 of these resistors are
soldered togethei.
Solder the tip of the 1-inch cut
. resistor to the 3/4-inch cut resistor.

Fig. 1: Shown are the parts to construct your 50- watt dummy toad.

Fig. 2: Solder the resistors to the tugs to form acircle.

Fig. 3: View of completed assembly.

washers and nuts. You'll also need
15 dual-hole solder lugs for the resistors, using five for each of three layers,
with two resistors on each lug. A total
of three single-hole lugs will also be
needed. These tie the center pin and
ground connector leads to the resistor
stack. (Head to radioworld.comIlinks for
a URL for solder lugs from Digi-Key.)
You'll need 30 dummy load resistors —
1.5k-ohm, metal film, 2-watt resistors
soldered in parallel. You choose the RF
connector; type N or UHF female are the

2

most common and flexible. You'll need a
small 3/8-inch rubber grommet, to serve
as avent, as well as about two feet of #18
tinned solid wire.
Sort your parts and you're ready to go.
Here are the steps:

1
1

Take a long, 4-40 brass bolt and
. slip five dual position solder lugs
onto the bolt moving them up against
the bolt head. Thread a 4-40 hex nut
onto the bolt and spin it down until the
five solder lugs are snug.

Position the five lugs into a"star"
. configuration, with each lug offset
in an approximately 72-degree azimuth.
Refer to Fig. 2to see what this looks like.
Holding the lugs roughly in position, tighten down the nut. Select
two of the thirty 1.5k-ohm, 2-watt resistors, confirm that the leads are clean by
scraping each resistor leg with a razor
blade knife until they shine. Cut off
one end to a 1-inch length, and 3/4-inch
length on the second.

Q
Repeat this procedure on the
OD . next lug in clockwise rotation
and continue through the next three lugs
until all 10 resistors are installed.
Important: Even with the best effort,
sometimes there is insufficient lead
length to make aperfect common circle.
Use small pieces of the bus wire to complete auniform, even and professionallooking circle.

n

Thread a 4-40 hex nut onto the
bolts, and spin down to just about
3/4-inch from the bolt head.

7.

10

Slip five dual position sol. der lugs onto the bolt, moving
them to the end against the nut threaded
in Step 9.

11

Thread a4-40 hex nut onto the
. bolt and spin down, until the
five solder lugs are snug.
(continued on page 12)

The right tool makes all the difference.
Internet Radio is the future, and until now staying on
top of your streaming audio performance has been a

Some,.
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real challenge. Limited software tools and unreliable PC
based solutions just aren't cutting it.
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Professional

outputs,
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metadata display,

alarm logging, and email alerts are just a few of the
features guaranteed to let you know immediately when
things go wrong.
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• Locks to your stream.
• MP3, AAC and Ogg decoding.
• Alarms: Audio, Stream &
Internet loss.
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between the resistors and attach alength
of bus wire about five inches long.

(continued from page 10)

1

1
Once again, position the five
L. lugs into a "star" configuration with each lug offset in an approximate 72-degree azimuth pattern.

13

Rotate this lug cluster so that
. it is positioned with the lugs
between the first set and, holding the lugs
roughly in position, tighten down the nut.

14

Repeat Steps 5 through
. above on this set of lugs.

11

15

Thread a 4-40 hex nut onto
. the bolt and spin down to just
about 1-1/2 inch from the bolt head.

1

Slip five dual position solder
. lugs onto the screw moving
them to the end against the nut threaded
on in Step 12.
4

17

Thread a4-40 hex nut onto the
/ . bolt and spin down, until the
five solder lugs are snug.

18.

Once again, position the five
lugs into a "star" configuration.

19

Rotate this lug cluster such
. that it is positioned with the
lugs in-line with the first set and holding the lugs in position, tighten down
the nut.

20 .

Repeat Steps 3 through 8
above for this set of lugs.

21
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Choose a place on the outer
. circle nearest the bolt head

21

Route the bus wire on the
. outside of the middle resistor
group circle and inside the final circle
common section.

2J.

30 .

Insert the connector and mark
at least two of the four holes.
If only two are used they should be diametrically opposite.

3

Drill the holes for 4-40 bolts
. (approximately 1/8 inch in
diameter).
1

1

Solder the three connection points on the three
circles. See pictures for routing
detail.

Drill out the hole for the rub. ber breather grommet progressively, as outlined above, for best results.

3

Mount the RF connector
". using a 4-40 nut/washer/and
bolt. Place a solder lug under the two
diametrically offset bolt positions mentioned above.
A

‹

Bend
down
the solder lugs
under the connector.

2

Repeat Steps 21 through
". 23 on the opposite side
of the common circles.
A

3

Bend the one
4
V. single position lug at the end of
the bolt into ahalf circle such that the open
lug hole will mate with
the wire end of the N
connector, position the
bus wires such that
they are in line with
the connector solder
lugs and solder.

25

At the very end of the
. bolt, thread a 4-40 hex
nut onto the bolt and spin down to
just about 1/4-inch from the bolt
end.

26.

Slip asingle solder hole
lug onto the bolt.

27.

Thread a 4-40 hex nut
onto the bolt and tighten.

37

At this point
. the
crenellated resistor assembly
is attached to the connector at asingle point,
so carefully thread the
two common bus wires
through the connector
lugs and solder in imitation of the pictures.

28.

Measure the diameter
of the center assembly
of the chassis-mounted female N
connector.

2Y.

Select adrill bit and drill a
hole into the center of the
lid to accommodate the connector.
Fig. 4: The finished product.
Important: The can is very thin
sheet metal; for optimal results, mark the
Mark the top for the "breather
hole using a small drill bit such as 118hole," which should be eveninch. Using this first hole as aguide, protually 3/8-inch. This hole should be
gressively and carefully enlarge the hole
approximately 1inch from the lid outer
until the hole is the required size.
edge.
n

32.

MoM Prep Services
Rst Ffficient Full Site Construction Services

Ç̀
Z1

Sample Toroid Retrofit Solutions
Sample Line Replacement
Turnkey Site Construction

www.amgroundsystems.com

866-227-2346
Serving the
Technical and
Construction Needs of
AM Broadcasters for
30 Years

Infoeveamgro

1

3J.

Complete Ground System Construction,
Evaluation and Repair Services

866-22RADIO

3

38.

Cut off excess bus wires. The
unit is complete.

39.

Distilled water may be used
as a coolant for testing and
measurement but empty the dummy
after each use to limit rust and deterioration. Mineral oil is agood permanent
coolant; just keep the load upright so no
coolant escapes the breather vent.

zt

a
Enjoy your dummy, but
V. always make certain that
there is coolant in the can, the lid is on
tight and the breather unclogged.
Buc measured this load flat out to
beyond the 160 MHz RPU band, with
apower handling capacity of 50 watts.
The parts for the load cost about $20.
Reach Buc Fitch atfitchpe@comcast.
net. Thanks, Buc, for agreat project.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll
help your fellow engineers, and qualify
for SBE recertification credit. Send
Workbench tips to johnpbisset@gmail.
corn. Fax to (603) 472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 44
years in the broadcasting industry and
is still learning. He handles West Coast
sales for the Telos Alliance. He is SBE
Certified and is apast recipient of the
SBE's Educator of the Year Award.

IP. It's the new ISDN.
Meet Z/IP ONE: The "Z" stands for Zephyr.

odium c:
nano c:
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It's the question on everyone's lips: "What comes after ISDN?" The answer: Z/IP ONE, the

There's more: DIP ONE incorporates SIP, N/ACIP, and IPv6 standards. The worldwide

Telos Zephyr for IP connections. Broadcasters fell in love with the original Zephyr for its

Z/IP Server connection service helps traverse NAT routers and tricky firewalls. And

rock- solid reliability and superb audio; Z/IP ONE brings those same qualities to IP remotes.

now, you can do great- sounding handheld remotes using LUCI . LIVE smartphone
and tablet apps. All of which makes Z/IP ONE perfect for live remote broadcasts,

Is IP reliable? fi networks say so - they use it for HD video backhaul. And Z/IP ONE is

whether concerts, talk show remotes, off- site talent — even full-time STL links or

packed with IP-codec " smarts" to ensure reliability, even over the public Internet. Agile

RPU backhauls.

Connection Technology adapts to network conditions, delivering audio quality as good or
better than ISDN despite packet loss and jitter. Genuine, high-performance MPEG codecs

Experience the convenience and flexibility of IP.
Z/IP ONE: the best way to hear from there.''

from Fraunhofer for exceptional fidelity— no lame knock- off codecs. No latency build-up,
re- negotiation or fiddly adjustments: Z/IP ONE just works.

High-quality remotes are right in your pocket.
Z/IP ONE now unnects to LUCI LIVE smartphone
apps for wideband audio on- the-go.

Telos-Systems.com/zip-one
e2013 ILS Corp.

n

Facebook.com/TelosSystems

TIELOS

Twitter.com/TelosAlliance
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HEAR Now: A Little Taste of Everything
Festival offers abuffet of contemporary
audio storytelling from around the country
BY SUE ZIZZA
An award-winning audio drama producer shares her experiences of the first
U.S.-based festival showcasing audio
drama and more.
This summer in Kansas City, Mo.,
the National Audio Theatre Festivals
( NATF) launched HEAR Now: The
Audio Fiction and Arts Festival to celebrate the modern art of audio drama,
audiobooks and the many other forms of
-sonic storytelling."
HEAR Now is the audio equivalent
of a film festival. You've got a bit of it
all: live and scripted solo performances,
multi-voiced productions, classic radio
drama, experimental narrative and much
more.
This four-day festival gave fans, performers and producers the opportunity
to come together and share avariety of
program genres and styles through both
live performances and listening. Guest

.
0ea
1
Audio
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and personal listening devices,
there are more people than
ever before listening to audio
storytelling, so they decided to
launch this new festival to celebrate this unique and wholly
American art form."

ill

a:4

LET'S GET IT STARTED
HEAR Now kicked off on
June 20, a Thursday, with a
special listening session that
featured Neil Gaiman's "Neverwhere," which was completed only weeks before by
director Dirk Maggs for BBC Radio.
This high-quality production features
an all-star cast that includes Benedict
Cumberbatch, James McAvoy, Natalie
Dormer, Anthony Head and many more.
Special remarks recorded by Gaiman
and Maggs were heard just prior to the
playing of the first 90 minutes of the
three-hour program, while the balance
of the series was heard throughout the

'Golden Voice's' Robin
Miles was among
the narrators who
performed at HEAR
Now for AudioFile
Magazine's program at
the Tivoli Theater.

nautei
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about 'problems in anuclear power plane;
and third place went to a short comedy
featuring Barbara Rosenblat and Melinda
Peterson as "best friends forever."
Saturday night saw the local Kansas
City Group "Right Between the Ears"
win the overall Festival Favorite trophy with their fast-paced sketch comedy
group featuring guests Phil Proctor and
Barbara Rosenblat.

The Audio Fiction
& Arts Festival

Barbara Roseblat and Melinda Peterson perform in an original comedy skit called
'Best Friends for Never.'
Submissions from all over the U.S.
were heard in high-quality theaters, giving fans the chance to fully experience the work. HEAR Now's "Podcast
Palooza," which ran online throughout
the festival and until the end of August,

performers such as Phil Proctor of the
Firesign Theater shared stories and performed.
"There has never been anything like
this before in the U.S.," said Festival
Director Cynthia Allen. "NATF recognizes that with the Internet, audiobooks

Vaudeville" featured storytellers, poetry,
sound art, narrators, fully produced live
radio plays and sketch comedy. The Audience Favorites of the night were New
York City's VoiceScapes first place win,
with an original play called "It Always
Feels Like Monday"; the second place
Audience Favorite was a dark comedy

Festival weekend.
Programming presented from the
world of audio drama included work
from producers like Tom Lopez of ZBS
Foundation, the best of the last 15 years
of the Mark Time and Ogle Awards
hosted by Great Northern Audio Drama's
Jerry Stearns and Brian Price, Audie
award-winning drama from SueMedia
Productions, new work from FinalRune
and many others.
"We were delighted by the number of
works submitted for the first year of the
Festival," said Allen. "The Festival was
able to showcase award-winning work
by established artists, as well as new
productions from emerging artists, in
moderated ' listening' sessions."

in conjunction with programming from
the Atlanta Fringe Festival in June, gave
those who could not attend the opportunity to be part of the fun.
Live readings hosted by AudioFile
Magazine and Editor Robin Whitten presented "Golden Voice Narrators" Dion
Graham, Katherine Kellgren, Robin
Miles, Barbara Rosenblat and Stefan Rudniki reading works of the "Jazz Age" and
the "American West," bringing the art of
narration to the HEAR Now Festival.
In addition to recorded audio drama
and live narration, each night of the
festival featured a live performance at
the University of Missouri Kansas City's
Spencer Theatre.
The next evening, June 21, featured
"Audio Vaudeville," where solo and
group performers from around the country came together in alive show. "Audio

"It was a great show," said Allen.
"Right Between the Ears' has been
producing live audio programming and
shows for public radio for over 25 years
in Kansas City, so it was great to see the
hometown favorite win."
FROM DETECTIVES TO DISCO
Randy Thom of Skywalker Sound
hosted alive teleconference session from
his offices just outside of San Francisco
that showed how feature-length animation uses audio drama techniques to begin
the production process. Sennheiser's
"Silent Disco Headphones" were used to
showcase special binaural recordings like
"Myst" and "The Maltese Goddess," from
the ZBS Foundation.
Throughout the festival, Kansas City
residents got to hear live readings of Mark
Twain on the radio by Audie -winning
narrator Robert Foss, as well as at onsite
readings throughout the town, by aspiring
voice actors Sue Bilich, Donna Postal,
Diana Dorman and Mac Chamblin.
To ensure anext generation of listen(continued on page 18)

HIGH CAPACITY
EVENT STUDIO TRANSMITTER LINKS
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF WIRELESS HIGH PAYLOAD STL/TSL CAPACITY
outdoor unit
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Moseley EVENT STLITSL systems provide up to 155 Mpbs combined IP, T1/E1
payloads. Multi- station clusters can convey multiple linear uncompressed audio pairs
for atruly cost-effective STLJTSL link. Connect your existing T1/IP audio hardware

e L-

directly into the EVENT system, or use Moseley Rincon for your audio payloads.
An optional DVB-ASI module is available for full duplex video.
EVENT systems are fully bi-directional including aSoftware Defined Indoor Unit (SDIDU)
and Outdoor Unit (ODU), eliminating the need for costly waveguide hardware. The ODU
is available in the license free 5.8 GHz band, or licensed 11, 18, or 23 GHz bands.
Appropriate external antennas are selected based on path length.
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INTELLIGENT SYSTEM DESIGN
Spectrum-scalable digital radios with user-selectable data rates enable broadcasters to have greater flexibility in STL planning and future growth.
The integrated T1/E1 and Ethernet interfaces allow for acombination of T1 /El and IP packet data.
-0 IP APPLIANCES AND APPLICATIONS
Offer IP transmitter control, surveillance security, and site monitoring to reduce downtime, and protect valuable station assets while
travel time to the site.

saving

REMOTE MIRRORED SERVERS
From the transmitter site, offers backup of business records and programming content to get you back on the air quickly in the event of as'udio outage.
*
#

EMAIL AND INTERNET ACCESS FROM THE TRANSMITTER SITE
Saves engineers time accessing manuals or technical support from manufacturers during maintenance sessions.

:35(rs SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL ( SNMP)
Is
Full SNMP package with GUI provides easy monitoring and configuration changes.

Contact The Moseley Sales Team to Custom Configure Your EVENT STLITSL Today!

moseleybroadcast.com

The Intelligent Network News

31- Band Audio Processing Explained

See all. Know all.

Recording engineers

IP Meters lets you get a window on your entire

and pro audio folks

network. A lot of windows

tually...

know what to do with
it. Here's an article
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that explains why you
need it for radio.

We're asked periodically
1111111111.
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why we do the things we do.
We don't have an answer
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for everything, but we hay(
a few good ones for the
features we've designed
into our AirAura X3 and
FM-531HD audio processors.

With your computer and VVrleatNet-IP, you can give your network

Particularly about WHY

the NSA treatment and know EVERYTHING that happens on it by

31- band processing is best.

metering it all in real time!

Get more information here: octoberl3INN.wheatstone.com

Get more information here - octoberl3INN.wheatstone.com
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Your Digital Reality Check
What to expect from the all- digital chain and why what
happens in the processor is more important than ever
Digital, like certain politicians, needs a reality check every now and then.
As an industry, we tend to expect more out of digital than it can possibly
deliver. It's easy to do because digital signal processing has been a good
friend to us.
But let's be clear here. The all-digital air chain can't solve all our problems
any more than our politicians can. It can't add frequencies where ther ,
aren't any and nor can it make up for crummy source material.
Get the whole story here: octobert3INN.wheatstone.com

M- 41P: Four Channels of Famous
Wheatstone Mic Processing
Wheatstone's M-1 Mic Processor is a broadcast standard, making more
voices sound the best they can, day in and day out. The new M-4IP
gives you four channels of that famous processing, controllable on the
WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network.
Get the whole story here: octoberl3INN.wheatstone.com

Moving
Along

Compact control surface descended
from flagship LX- 24...

Seven Clear Channel

Meet the all new L-8

San Diego studios get
LX- 24 Consoles
It's hard to find a broadcast
engineer these days who isn't
on the move.

There's always a small space that can benefit from
having a tzp-of-the-line piece of gear. The L-8 is exactly
that - not dumbed down in any way.
This cousin fo the popular LX- 24 is big in capability but scaled for newE
production, woiceover work and all those applications requiring a solid

The closest candidate is John

control surface that will deliver under deadline. The L-8 is based on all

Rigg, director of engineering

the same design principles as the LX -24 - a precision -built, low- profile.

for Clear Channel in San Diego. Ana uy r
; ova, ; ; lean actual address

tabletop IP control surface that offers assignable sources to any fader

move - as in, moving the studios to a new location. Otherwise, we're

and with not-swappable individual fader modules.

sure that Rigg is constantly on the move with seven stations and 40
studios under his care in one of the nation's top rated markets.

Each fader provides access to four stereo busses, a stereo cue bus,
and its own individual Bus- Minus. An LED source name display, an NE

What we find unique about Rigg, besides his acute sense of humor, is

source selector, and one programmable soft button are also available.

that he's updating Clear Channel's broadcast facility on Granite Ridge

and a SET button provides access to assignable controls in the master

Drive one studio at atime. More often, we find that broadcasters make

section. Snapshots of the L- 8's configuration can be saved and recalled

sweeping routing and console changes only when they build out an

at the touch of a button, making setup for different working sessions a

entirely new facility in a new location. But not Rigg.

snap.

Get the whole story here octoberl3INN.wheatstone.com

Get the whcle story here: octoberl3INN.wheatstone.com
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(continued from page 14)
ers, more than 30 children were treated
to a special tour of the Kauffman Stadium, where the book and audiobook
"The All-Star Joker" by David A. Kelly
takes place. Children ages 6-8 received
copies of the book, as well as listening
CDs courtesy of the author and Random
House Listening Library. Audible also
donated downloads of the audiobook for
the children to hear after the tour.
The "Roots" of the art form were recognized and celebrated when long-time
radio drama producer Himan Brown
(1910-2010) was posthumously given
NATF's Norman Corwin Award for
Excellence in Audio Theatre for his
more than 65 year career, during which
he produced more than 30,000 radio

Children visited the Kauffnann Stadium, where '
The All- Star Joker' was set.
Audio Cinema Entertainment and SueMedia Productions, which gave attendees
aplace to gather at the end of each day
and toast their many accomplishments.

;gab

Golden Voice' narrator Dion Graham reads
an original poem he wrote during Audio Vaudeville.'
programs, including "The Adventures
of the Thin Man," "CBS Radio Mystery
Theater," Dick Tracy, Flash Gordon,
Grand Central Station, Inner Sanctum Mysteries, Joyce Jordan, M.D and
numerous daytime soap operas.
A special session hosted by his granddaughter, Melina Brown, showcased a
video tribute to Himan, featuring actors
Tony Roberts, Patricia Elliot, Bob Kaliban, Russell Horton and Jada Rowland.
Additionally, Kaliban and Horton were
on hand to be part of apanel and share
stories of their many days in the studio
working with Himan.
Unique programs, like tours of the
University of Missouri Marr Sound
Archives, showcased the early history of
recording and sound archiving. The Marr
Sound Archive comprises a range of
historic formats, including LPs, 78s, 45s,

WHAT'S ON DECK
To keep the "party" going, The HEAR
Now Festival will be presenting another
Audio Vaudeville type performance as
part of the upcoming Audio Engineering Society (AES) Convention, with help
from SueMedia Productions.
This will be an evening of live contemporary audio/radio drama, along with
narrative readings in the spirit of celebrating the art of modern sonic storytelling.
Hosted by Bob Kaliban (CBS Mystery
Theater) the show will feature performances by Audie Award and Golden
Voice-winning narrators Katherine Kellgren, Robin Miles and Barbara Rosenblat, and the award-winning New York
based audio drama troupe VoiceScapes
Audio Theater.
The performance, \\ Iuch ‘vill take
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cylinders, transcription discs, instantaneous-cut discs and open-reel tapes that
let us listen to more than 300,000 recordings of jazz, blues, country and popular
music, historic voices and authors reading their own works, vintage radio programs and more.
When Sunday rolled around, "Workshop 101" presented work written and
created onsite throughout the festival by
asmall group of first-time audio drama
artists.
"NATF wants to maintain its educational mission. Being able to offer
a small group an intensive hands-on
workshop was an important goal for the
festival and one we plan to grow into
multiple smaller workshops throughout
next year's Festival," explained Allen
And don't forget the after-parties,
hosted by Tantor Media (audiobooks),

The late Himan Brown, right, is shown
with granddaughter Molina Brown,
who accepted the NATF Corwin Award
during the closing ceremonies at the
HEAR Now Festival on behalf of her
grandfather.
place on Oct. 18 at 8:30 p.m. at the Paley
Center for Media, is free to anyone with
an AES Conference Pass.
And given the success of the first
HEAR Now Festival. NATF is planning
events for the next one, June 19-22,2014,
in Kansas City. For more information
visit www.hearnowfestwal.org or write
to hearnowfestival@gmail.com.
Sue Zizza is the owner of SueMedia Productions, a full service audio
production company. She is an audio
producer, director, writer and sound
designer. She also teaches audio arts
and sound production at New York
University's Kanbar Institute for Film
and Television at the Tisch School of
the Arts.

PEOPLENEWS
Barix has appointed Ronni Guggenheim as CEO, based in Zurich.
Mark Bolke has joined broadcast software provider RCS to manage corporate programming sales for the Americas and serve as national software sales
manager.
AdsWizz has hired Don Albert as president of its North American efforts.
Radio personality Louie "Manno in the Morning" Manno and longtime
Hall Communications Vice President and General Manager Dan Dubonnet
will be inducted this year into the Vermont Association of the Broadcasters Hall of Fame. Jeff Shapiro, owner of Great Eastern Radio, has been
named the VAB Broadcaster of the Year. The 2013 edition of the Distinguished
Service awards will be presented to Ross Sneyd of Plainfield and Brian Collamore of Rutland. Judy Anderson of WJJR(FM) in Rutland will also receive
aVAB Community Service Award for her work in raising money and awareness in the fight against cancer. The VAB's third Community Service Award
goes to Morrisville's WLVB(FM).
Clear Channel Communications has added Michael Kassan as aspecial
advisor to Clear Channel's chairman. In other news from Clear Channel, Derrin Woodhouse has joined Clear Channel Media and Entertainment to take
on the position of national entertainment director for national programming
platforms.

IT'S LIKE A SAVINGS VAULT IN DISGUISE.
The cost of a transmitter extends well beyond the purchase price But with grouldbreaking innovations like
PowerSmart ', Harris Flexiva - ard 3De transmitters provide higher performance tl-at saves money, every day.
Less space, power and maintenance required - this is technology you can bank on.

Where Great Radio Bec ins — harrisbroadcast.com/radio
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Stations Should Prepare for the Worst
Have astation emergency plan in place in case sudden attacks should occur

October 9. 2013

PROMO

POWER
Mark Lapidus

As Ilistened to radio reports corning in from the tragedy unfolding at
the Washington Navy Yard on Sept. 16,
Icouldn't help but ponder the significance of yet another senseless, brutal
attack on United States soil. The greater
the frequency and breadth of attacks,
the more we will worry about our safety.
While sudden emergencies certainly
affect on-air content, we'll discuss that
another time. For now, I'd like concentrate on security in our own radio station workplace.
TALK NOW
Has your local management team
discussed and implemented a security
emergency plan? Heaven forbid you ever
have to use such emergency tactics at
work. But with every workplace tragedy
reported, your employees will be increasingly anxious for you to deliver aplan.
Again, the odds of your facility being
attacked remain low, but who among us
doesn't want to feel safe at work? That
old adage about finding your perfect

RADIO WORLD

gency is vital and smartphones have
made it simple and fast. Android and
¡OS have apps that enable group messaging, so you can send text messages
to your entire staff with one click. The
trick is setting up a group in advance.
While this sounds simple, it will take
time to collect everyone's mobile numbers into adatabase, dump them into the
app and then test.
You'll also want more than one manager to have this capability, so you'll
need to do the install on several phones.
Because employees may change staff
positions (or phone numbers), this information does require regular updating.
BUSINESS CONTINUITY
mate can be also ring true as asad statement of our own vulnerability: All it
takes is the one.
I've heard from several friends who
have already gone through "shooter in
the building" exercises at work. They

learned where to hide, how to improvise
a weapon and how to exit a building
safely. One told me that he was instructed
to exit abuilding under attack by holding
his hands above his head, so the police
wouldn't shoot him by accident. That
action would never have occurred to me.

If your station has to be evacuated,
what should be broadcast when nobody
is in the facility? It's arare station today
that doesn't have an automation system,
but this one should be on your checklist so that there's no doubt about what
goes on the air during what could be an
extended period of time. You may decide
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Come to AES135 in New York City

I've heard from several friends who have
already gone through ' shooter in the building' exercises
at work. They learned where to hide, how to improvise a
weapon and how to exit abuilding safely.
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and once again bring the biggest
names in audio together for
THE Professional Audio event
of the year. From Recording
and Networked Audio, to
Broadcast & Streaming, Project
Studio Expo, Sound for Picture,
Live Sound, Game Audio,
Acoustics and more, the Audio
Engineering Society is
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innovations come
alive, and where the
next generation of
technology is launched.
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lus Registration, visit our website at.
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If your corporate headquarters is
not sending you an emergency plan to
implement, you will have to construct
one in-house. Nearly every city has
security experts in police departments,
FBI offices or military installations that
can assist you in preparing aplan localized to your needs.
You've probably worked at stations
where it was easier to get into the control room than into your own home, so
your first action is to have an assessment done of your building to determine
security risks. Who's got keys and passes? Are the key cards or locks changed
when employees leave the company?
Are there security cameras (with someone monitoring them) posted in your
parking lot, garage, lobby and hallways?
How do people exit the building and
when they do, where should they go and
who should they contact to let everyone
know they are safe?
Communication during any emer-

to simulcast another radio or TV station
in an emergency (with pre-permission).
Does your staff know who to call
after they've called 911? Seems like
everybody should have the boss's
mobile phone in his or her contacts list,
but if they don't call him regularly, the
average employee may not know the
number after leaving the facility.
These suggestions are not intended as
acomplete blueprint for your emergency
plan. Isubmit them to you merely to get
the process started. The cynical among
us will no doubt comment about how
ridiculous it is for us to worry about
such detail for any given business that
is unlikely ever to be attacked. Idon't
know about you, but when I'm the manager, Iwant my staff to feel safe and
prepared so they can concentrate on
being top performers.
Mark Lapidus is president of Lapidus
Media. Email him at marklapidus@
verizon.net.
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Curt's Gyraf Audio G7 Tube Mic
Our intrepid engineer decides to build afancy, high- end microphone

DIYPROJECT
BY CURT YENGST
Audio engineers the world over
appreciate the sound of vintage tube
microphones like the Neumann U 47
or the AKG C12, but the cost can easily run to several thousand dollars,
leaving them beyond the reach of all
but the biggest studios (or well-heeled
dilettantes). What if Iwere to tell you
that, for under $600 — and with abit of
labor — you could enjoy ataste of that
vintage sound?
Aarhus, Denmark, is home to Gyraf
Audio, asmall boutique audio manufacturer specializing in tube preamps and
other processors. Their website, www.
gyrafdk, features a DIY section showcasing several projects, some based on
products they produce. They don't provide kits, but each project includes schematics, parts lists and PCB layouts. One
such project is the G7 Tube Microphone.
Irecently took on this project, and here
Ishare my experience and the extremely
gratifying results.
DANISH MODERN
According to Gyraf's Jakob Erland,
the mic's designer, the G7 inspired
by the Neumann U 47 and U 67. It is
a multipattern mic, capable of omni,
cardioid and figure 8patterns. It uses a
Peluso Labs CEK-12 capsule, modeled
after the AKG CK12 large-diaphragm
capsule, the same used in AKG's C414
and the legendary C12. The tube is an
EF86 pentode, and the audio output is
transformer- balanced.

Circuit boards etched
and drilled.

To start, I had to etch three small
circuit boards; one for the power supply,
one for the mic circuit and one for the
tube socket, which mounts to the mic
PCB. I used MG Chemicals' (
www.
mgchemicals.com) positive presensitized process with a4-by-6-inch board.
I went through a few very tiny bits
drilling the holes. Fortunately, the local
hobby store sold them in packs of six.
Sourcing the parts, most came from
Mouser Electronics (
www.mouser.com),
with a few from Newark Electronics
(www.newark.com) and Allied Electronics (
www.alliedelec.com). The capsule and its mounting saddle were purchased from Front End Audio (
www.
frontendaudio.com), and the Russianmade Electro-Harmonix EF86 tube and
the socket were found at The Tube Depot
(www.tubedepot.com). One important
detail about populating the mic PCB —
all components except for the tube and

ueam of SALES TIPS, HOT LEADS, COOL IDEAS and
Find us on FACEBOOK tot asteady s
CREATIVE RESOURCES to help YOU sell more advertising (and YOUR ADVERTISERS sell more stuff)!

Sound Ideas
for Building Businesssm
Radio Features You Can Sell.
:30/:60 sec. - FREE DEMOS!

GraceBroadcast.com
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While its quality is excellent, it comes
with a high price tag (for me) — $90
shipped.
A lower-priced option that Ialso tried
is the British-made OEP A262A3E,
available from Newark for under $20.
It's asurprisingly good substitute, but it
will not mount directly to the PCB. So
Iran wires from its pins to the board
and then used anylon tie-wrap to hold
it in place.
The body was fabricated from apiece
of two-inch copper pipe. Hardware
stores only seem to sell this in long
sections, so I asked the maintenance
department of my station's parent company if they had any scrap and managed
to score two feet of it.
The head of the mic is formed by
This is acloseup of one side of the
microphone PCB board. As you
can see, it is alittle crowded.

STATION SERVICES
grA

RADIOWORLD

Sell Rodio?
Join the crowd.

RocJioSoles . com

ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

transformer are mounted on the trace
side of the board. This was abit confusing at first and made soldering a bit of
a challenge as the board became more
crowded.
The audio transformer is a Lundahl
LL1538, available from K&K Audio
(www.kandkaudio.com). The mic PCB
can accept this transformer directly.

cutting two "windows" into the sides of
the pipe, about one centimeter from one
end, with about one centimeter of metal
left on each side. This is where my
Dremel tool got aworkout. Once Isuccessfully cut the openings, Imeasured
about 9-1/2 inches down from that end
of the pipe and cut it off with apipe cut(continued on page 24)
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Try it for yourself: www.bwb.fm/v2demo

Monitor & ccntrol your transmitter,
anywhere, anytime.
Advanced Remote Control - from any device!
All V2 Transmitters come with an Ethrnet connection as standard, at no extra cost. There's no software to
install and you can connect remotely from any web connected device such as a smartphone or tablet.
Automatic email alerts instantly let you know of any faults - removing the need for regular site visits.

Amazing sound built-in!

Change parts in minutes

No need for a separate

and be back on the air!

audio processor.

If a lightning strike or power surge takes
out your transmitter's power supply, you

Sound great, right out of the box. One of the

no longer need to remove it from the

industry's cleanest exciters and ultra- low

rack and spend hours disassembling it.

distortion modulator combine with 4- band audio

You can simply slide in a replacement

processing and 14 presets to choose from.

power supply in seconds.
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G7

The mic PCB with the
Lundahl transformer
installed.

(continued from page 22)

ter. Idid it in this order so if Ibotched the "window"
cutting, Icould just trim off the mistake and start over.
Then Ihad to make the chassis that would fit inside
the body and support the PCB, tube and capsule. This
was created using apair of 2-inch fender washers and
alength of 1/4-inch square aluminum bar stock from
Home Depot. It was all held together using small
90-degree brackets, screws and nuts. The bottom
washer was drilled out to accept the XLR-7 jack for the
mic output and power input. The edge of each washer
had to be ground slightly to allow it to fit snuggly
inside the pipe. On the top washer, asmall metal bar
with two rubber grommets provided a mount for the
capsule saddle.
The grille of the microphone was made from apiece
of brass mesh. In my case, my father happened to have
asmall roll of fine brass mesh given to him by aguy

The mic body's main metal body materials are
pictured.

The mic PCB with the
cheaper OEP transformer
attached with tie.

who used to work for Mack Truck. They used it to
make fuel filters. A company called McMaster-Carr
(www.macmaster.com) sells brass mesh of varying
sizes in small quantities.
A Hammond 1411Q. 7-by-5-by-3-inch box would
house the power supply. It needed to be drilled out for
two XLR jacks, acouple switches and apower cord.
In order to keep the cost down, and make parts
easier to source, the power supply was designed using
two inexpensive toroidal transformers rather than a
bulkier, multiwinding transformer that is often found
in tube gear. A tube power supply has to provide alowcurrent/high-voltage rail for the tube plate, and alowvoltage/high-current rail for the filament. In this case,
the low voltage is obtained from the 9V secondary
on one transformer. For the high voltage, the second
transformer is actually wired "backwards," connecting its 15V secondary to the secondary of the first
transformer, thus getting about 140VAC on its primary
(which is now its secondary).
Finally, the cable from the mic to the power supply
was made using alength of 10-conductor cable. Only

seven wires are actually needed, so Ijust cut off the
unused wires.
THAT SINKING FEELING
Once it all was assembled, it was time for the smoke
test. Itested the power supply first, without the mic
attached. The three polar patterns are created by sending different voltages to the capsule — OVDC for omni,
80VDC for cardioid and 160VDC for figure 8. With
all voltages looking healthy, and no shorts, it was time
to test the mic itself. It's recommended to test the mic
with the chassis inserted into the body with the grille
in place, since it provides electrical shielding as well as
physical protection.
You can imagine the sinking feeling when Iheard
nothing. After checking voltages at several key points
and checking components, Idiscovered the problem.
A lead on one of the capacitors on the trace side of the
mic PCB was poking through and touching the shield
can of the OEP transformer.
It worked like acharm and was very quiet (the good
(continued on page 26)

PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE
The CAP-DEC1. Gorman- Redlich is a standalone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your
existing emergency alerting equipment. This
cost-effective device allows broadcasters to
easily meet Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC
without requiring the purchase of an additional
,,,k,r/char,der system or other costly

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES
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Mixing
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equipment. The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 cornpliant
and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust
the experts with over 35+ years experience in
the emergency alerting industry to help you
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website
or contact us today for more information about
the Gorman- Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to
support equipment we made 35 years ago.
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Mastering
Broadcasting

- Compatible with any existing EAS encoder/decoder made
by any manufacturer

Voiceover

- Powerful 1.6GHz dual core processor and 1GB of memory

ADR
Foley
and much morel

WhisperRoom, Inc.
(423) 585-5827 • Fax (423) 585-5831
www.whisperroom.com

- Built-in text-to-speech conversion functionality
- FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall for
security
- Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server
- Nearly limitless storage capacity for logs and audio
messages

orinan -Redlich Mfg. Co.
ww.gorman-redlich.com

—

Five ( 5) USB ports for peripherals

—

Automatic clock synchronization via NTP servers

—

Software can be updated via LAN or USB

—

Print alert reports to USB or network printer

—

Polling 3URL's currently with room for future expansion

—

FEMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compliance

—

Printer no longer required for CAS log

257 W. Union Street, Athens, OH 45701
Phone: 740-593-3150

Rack 'em up.
Bright idea.
All of our consoles have LED button
lamps. They'll stay lit for — well, practically
forever. Let's just say, your kids won't
have to change bulbs, either.
•

Turn your Radius 8- fader console

Built to last... and last, and last.
Element modules are machined

A low price shouldn't mean " cheap".

aluminum with wear- resistant Lexan

Other companies cut corners on their low-cost

inserts for long life. We've even

consoles. Axia packs in as much as possible.

designed custom- molded guides to

Real conductive- plastic faders, machined-

prevent tears around the fader slot.

aluminum work surfaces, anodized rub- proof

No " ouchies" here.

markings, aircraft- grade switches. At a price

Big Shot.

less than some analog " bargain" consoles.

Your station super-sizes everything?
No problem; iQ can scale from 8 to 24

Unlimited vision.

faders. Handles even the most zany

Some console makers give you

•

into arack- mount powerhouse.
Great for OB vans, performance
studios, concert remotes and more.
.•

Good timing.
Unlike those other guys' small consoles,
DESQ has an event timer and an
NTP-capable clock — built-in, not

morning crew, talk show - or

"switched meters" to save costs.

anything else you think up.
•

iQ does away with that annoyance:

extra- cost. Because time is money
(pardon our pun!).
•

high-rez OLED displays meter
all 4 buses at once
•

Control at your fingertips.
See these buttons? You can program
them ( or the button modules available

Small but mighty.

for Element consoles) to perform

DESQ packs big console power into

routing salvos, system-wide scene

just 18" square. 6 faders,

changes and more. Because great power

2buses, automatic mix- minus, Show

requires control.
••• ..

standalone or networked studios.

Profiles and more. Perfect for
•

Smarter phones.
Not only are hybrid

Axia makes the switch.

controls built into iQ for

No " plug-n- pray" unmanaged

direct- from-the- board control,

switches here; Axia builds

the iQ6 phone system connects

our own custom zero-config,

with just one Ethernet cable.
•

built-for- broadcast network
switch right into our

•

PowerStation and QOR

Network everywhere.

console engines.
........

No need for cheesy AN mixers RAQ lets you put a networked,
professional console anywhere,
at aprice that'll make the even

Show-off.

stingiest GM smile.

Element lets you store

..................

up to 99 Show Profiles "snapshots" that recall

Double your pleasure.
Did you know that one

channel sources, bus

Q0R.16 console engine will

assignments, EQ settings,

power 2RAQ or DESQ mix-

even fader positions. So

ing consoles? Makes your

every jock can have their

money go further on news

own customized console.

bullpens, production pods,
ingest stations, etc.
Speak your mind.
•
Step to the side.

Element consoles have
comprehensive talkback features.

Dirt and liquids: aconsole's most

You can talk directly to remote

hated enemy. Element foils ' em

sHandsome deal.

codecs, phone callers, adjacent

Our meters aren't just good-looking;

talent's headphone feeds.

with premium, side- loading
conductive- plastic faders: dirt
drops past, not in.

Available in small, large, and OMG.
•

Who's da boss?
Clients rave about them,
talent loves them: over 5,000
on the air makes Axia radio's

Whatever size console you need,
Element can handle it, from 4 to
40 faders In single or split frames
Huge selection of standard and
motorized modules, too.

favorite IP console.

they're designed specifically to

studios.., even individual

convey the most information

-•
Big power, small price.

Even our most cost-effective

possible at just aglance. And Axia

Radius loads you up with 8 faders,

consoles support VU and PPM

callers and codecs.

4 mix buses, automatic mix- minus,

metering styles - something you

onboard EQ and voice dynamics

might not find on consoles that

and more — for just $ 5990 USD.

cost a lot more.

Shh... don't tell the accountants.

boards let you talkback to

CHOOSING AXIA FOR YOUR NEXT CONSOLE IS EASY.
SELECTING ONE MIGHT TAKE AWHILE.
When we introduced AolP to radio in 2003, some folks thought we were off our nut.
Today though, broadcasters agree: picking Axia is the right choice. With over 5,000 on
air daily, broadcasters have voted Axia the world's most popular networked console.

makes life much simpler. They also appreciate our 5-year warranty and 24/7 technical
support ( not that they need it).
In fact, we calculate that thanks to our huge selection of frame, module and mixing

Who can blame them? Axia fans say that Livewire - networking is the most intelligent,

engines, there are at least 32,209,982 different ways to order an Axia console. With

flexible IP-Audio system in the industry. And that our huge number of partners, with

that many options, you'd better get started now! Mmm... don't you just love that

over 75 broadcast products from phones to transmitters that connect to Axia networks,

new-console smell?

AxiaAudio.com
Available in the U.S.from BGS: ( 352) 622-7700
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Starting to populate the
power supply PCB.

G7

THE VENDORS

(continued from page 24)

kind of quiet, not the "Ican't hear anything!" kind). Using the Lundahl transformer made it sound even better.
The only other hurdle was building
a suitable shockmount for it. Most are
too small to accommodate such awide,
heavy microphone. Iended up making
my own out of some 1/8-inch flat bar
stock and nylon tie-wraps. As afinishing touch, Iused inkjet printable waterslide decals to apply graphics to the
power supply and anice logo to the mic
body, followed by afew coats of clear
lacquer to hold the decals and protect
the metal from tarnishing.
I've used this mic with excellent
results on several projects. It's become
one of my go-to mics for lead vocal
tracks. Iloaned it to afriend who does
The guts of the power supply inside the box. The finished power suppLy.
VO work, and he wanted me to build
him one (until Itold him how much my
labor would cost!).
As far as labor goes, it was a labor
of love. It was very satisfying watching
it come together over several months,
solving problems of fabrication, hunting down parts and even chasing my
tail alittle in troubleshooting. Igained
an intimate knowledge of how it works
and what it can be made to do, as well as
some new skills and some improvement
in old skills.
Should you feel brave enough to
undertake this project yourself, the plans,
schematics, design notes and layouts are
available at www.gyrafdklgy_pdlg7Igic.
htm. I've posted my own parts list at
The completed G7 microphone with the tube/transformer side
www.radioworld.comIlinks under the
of the mic board PCB ( left) and the back of the mic board PCB
facing the viewer ( right).
Oct. 9 issue. For construction and trou -

wvvw.gyraf.dk
www.mgchemicals.com
vvvvvv.mouser.com
vywvv.newark.com
www.alliedelec.com
vyww.frontendaudio.corn
wvvvv.mcmaster.com
wvvvv.tubedepot.com
wwvv.kandkaudio.com
wvvw.groupdiy.corn

bleshooting help, www.groupdiy.com is
an indispensable resource. Jakob Erland
is aregular there. He and others provided
tons of useful hints.
Curt Yengst, CSRE, wrote about the
Plugin Alliance in the Sept. 11 issue.
He is assistant engineer at WAWZ(FM),
Star 99.1, in Zarephath, N.J.

The finished products,
all assembled.
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Superior Broadcast

LLC

Has Outstanding Values on Solid State FM Transmitters, Exciters, Amplifiers, Translators
Antennas, Combiners, and Accessories Power Levels 20 to 40,000 watts

Now Introducing HD Radio

FCC Type Certified For

LPFM The FMTX Series of Transmitters, Exciters, and Translators
have uncompromised transmission quality at very attractive pricing.
User Friendly features. Universal 80 to 260 volt multi- voltage power supply enables operation on
different line voltages w th no need to preselect voltage.
Automatic power control and holdback protection ensLres reliable operation under most operating
conditions.
Input/output interface built in high performance stereo coder. 1_812 analogue audio inputs, mono input,
MPX composite and auxiliary input for SCA.

30 Watt

$ 1,250

100 Watt

150 Watt

$ 2,150

300 Watt

500 Watt

$ 3,500

1 kW

$ 5,000

2.5 Kw

$

2 kW

$ 10,000

$ 1,800
$ 2,700

12,000

Contact Jimmie Joynt @ Superior Broadcast

MIL

Tel: 972 473 2577 IE-mail: jjsbp@msn.coni
18208 Preston RD. Suite D9-297 Dallas, TX 75252
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the potential
buyers for
your products
and service
Radio World is agreat place
to find things for your business, and
agreat place for prospects to find you!
To advertise, call David at:

212-378-0400 ext. 511
or email: dcarson@nbmedia.com.
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BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.

remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.
WANT TO BUY
Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.
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KY Filter Company
3010 Grinnel Place
Davis, CA 95618

0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

(530) 757-6873

7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore MD 21220

CODECS

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com
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WANT TO SELL
AUDIO PROCESSING

ACOUSTICS

(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY

Acoustics First
51

III Mg Carill Ville

rumbsr.

888-985-2900

www.Acousticalecœn

Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION

ANTENNAS

EQUIPMENT
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs
Standard & Custom Wording
Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com
E-mail us for afree PDF catalog
610-458-8418 wvAv.antennalD.com

AM LOOPS
FOR EAS RECEIVERS
FEMA RECOMMENDED
www.PuxelSatRadio.com
(303) 526-1965

WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended

Comrex Bric access portable
and Bric rackmount for sale,
incl pwr sply, DC adaptor, wifi
card, slightly used, $ 5000/130.
jhansen@greatermediaboston.
COM.

MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL

P
ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS,
rebuilt for Elcom,
new &

Harris, CC_A, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tconl.com

CONSULTANTS
Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies

•Tower Detuning

•Pre- Purchase Inspections

•Intermodulation Studies
•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements

•AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments

Fax (
651)784-7541

E-mail: infoa`owleng,com

•Radio and television facilit
coverage predictions, upgrade
studies, and facility design
•FCC application preparation
•Contact Clarence M. Beverage
or Laura M. Mizrahi

Communications
Technologies, Inc.
Rod.° ,, .. ency;arootecom
Engweehng

ici ( 85(r) 985-0077
www.commtechrt.com

" Member AFCCI "

Need aLow Power
FM License?
352-332-3157 Ext 4
kesslerandgehman.com

Doug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants

BROADCAST TECHNKAL CONSULTANTS
Srnicc From Allocanton u,
Urn-anon ARI/FSI/AFX Scnicat.
Fick/ 11,
A,d,..Antenna and
Fat-ditit. DANam
Over 45 rears engineering
and conSulling experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.
brock.com

www.ky-filters.com

Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
Liquidation of radio station
equipment: Various types of
equipment such as Belar monitors, Eventide Delay, Harris
limiter, Moseley Remote, etc.
wokf74@yahoo.com for complete list.
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

oft

Nieem
SoftZa m
re frry=ur PC
(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

WANT TO SELL
American
Made
SCA
Decoders, 417-881-1846.

Model AM- 1is for AM Brcadcast Band radio interference.
Model RF1is for Short Wave, Ham Radio, CB etc.

2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.

OWL ENGINEERING INC.

•AM/FM/NCE Applications

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS

Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is

RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Standard Short- tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
TRANSMI

ERS/

EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.

"We eellialle"

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"BEE"
in the habit
of selling your used
equipment here!
Contact David for

details at

212-378-0400 ext. 511 • dcarsonetibmedki.00m

BROADCAST EUIPMENT EXCHANGE

Submit your listings to: dcarson@nbmedia.com

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC

Se
'YPaij oi

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TUBES

RF PARTS - CO.

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Please visit our website,
www.lmamtv.com, (or additional listings.

Used FM Transmitters
100 W
2008
BE FM100C
250 W
2006
Crown FM250T
500 W
2000
BE FM 500C
3.5 KW
2000
Harris Z3.5CD
3.75 KW HD- Digital Harris Z16HD+
5KW
1995
Harris HT5CD
5KW
1998
Harris Z5CD wi2XFIexstars
5KW
2006
Harris Z5CD, solid-state, unused
7.5 KW
2002
Harris Z7.5CD
10 KW
1991
Harris HT10
10 KW
1993
Harris PT10CD
10 KW
2005
Harris Z16HD+
25 KW
1995
Harris HT25CD
30 KW
1988
Harris FM3OK
35 KW
BE FM35Aff, upgraded in 2001'
'Over $35,000.00 spent to convert to "T" in 2001

I=E

We Export

Se Habla Español

EIMAC TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
otorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

00-737-2787

760-744-0700

Conti/teed e_ct1,oizic..5
It)

nautei

HARRIS

crown EifOROCRST

Used AM Transmitters
Please see our website for acurrent listing
Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauiament
Phasemaster T12,000
New Phase Technologies PT330D, solid state 3phase converter
BE FC30, SCA Generator
Bird Model 8936, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load
Sola Constant Vo tage Transformer #23-23-230-8

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
Used FLO TV Transmitters
• * Rohde & Schwarz' ' Harris Maxiva

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry

New TV Transmitters- Analoa and Digital
OMB and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 Wto 10 KW)
TV STL

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcomefmamtv.com

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

'

GTE!

www.radioworld.com
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Experiened radio station manager seeks new
management opportunity. More than 39 years
experience in radio. Ican do almost anything given
the change. Willing to relocate. Family-friendly
format(s) preferred. Please send your job opening
details to: radiogm@hotmail.com.

Creative Broadcaster/VO with passionate soul
who loves to uplift, edify and invoke positive
change. Versatile communicator, outspoken, influential and results driven. Jennifer, 817-210-2798 or
jsimmons1121@yahoo.com.
Extremely motivated and hard-working individual, with strong communication skills, dedicated

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

KCAL

=
aboson

POSITIONS WANTED
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing
writer/talk show host Adam Amick is available for
shows, correspondent, features, etc. Check out wvvw.
bleacherreport.com for samples. Call 214-384-5812
or email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

CALL 800-414-8823
'nt! ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

Carldmd. talltornid V2011/i
176U, 4364420 Fax: 7601430-4759
•marl
0111 1.1 wch•
%
on orn con,

EMPIL‘31tiovilENT
Are you asmall market station needing agood nuts
& bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? Iwill
make your station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed.
Available for Full/Part-time/Contract work. Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820,
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

Made in U.S.A.

FROM STOCK

FROM STOCK

•

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

'

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

800-441 - 8454 • 21 5-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABL •

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

to achieving success. Entertaining, outgoing, hypnotic
personality, would add aunique style to your team.
Nate, 405-819-8766 or NLagear@gmail.com.
Deep baritone voice, on-air talent, newscaster,
copywriter, and production skills. Wanting to
become an effective member of aproductive team.
Contact Greg at istableboss@yahoo.com or 580650-9666.
Great on-air personality that knows Sports,
loves music & is ALWAYS ready to entertain.
Adobe Savvy. Grab me while you can! Deprie Nedeau
NOW at d2dau@hotmail.com or 405-464-5589.

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transnurting tubes &
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt con Goodrich
Err at 402-493-1886 day or night,
vAvw.goodrichenterprises.com
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How We Sound to the World
U.S. international broadcasting needs new vision and better management

COMMENTARY
BY ANN NOONAN
Ann Noonan is executive director of
the Committee for U.S. International
Broadcasting.
We all know that there are many parts
of the world where people continue to
beg for words — words about the current state of affairs, words about respect
for human rights, words about the gift
of hope. People are hungry for freedom
of expression and for unbiased information. People everywhere want access to
uncensored news, and they themselves
want to be heard.
There's also a strong global drive,
especially among younger and more educated citizens, to move the message of
human rights from words to deeds. That
drive is equally strongly resisted by various governments, which fear that words
can lead to successful actions in support
of freedom and democracy.
At the same time, large numbers of
people abroad support ideas that most
Americans would find troubling. We
cannot pretend otherwise and be indifferent to these issues. America's security and economic prosperity depend
on how its own message and its image
are presented abroad, and whether U.S.
international broadcasting can deliver

credible news and opinions to
those who need them most,
especially in countries without media freedom and among
people who are suspicious of
America's intentions and who
have doubts about democracy.

dent of NBC Universal
International, during his
first full business day as
the Broadcasting Board
of Governors chair. ( He
subsequently has been
promoted to president
of Universal Filmed
MANAGERIAL CRISIS
Entertainment.)
The free flow of informaThis meeting gave
tion is acornerstone of demochope to CUSIB that
racy and human rights. That is
the lines of communiwhy American taxpayers have
cation are again open
supported the different misand that taxpayers will
sions of the Voice of America.
be able to make sure
Ann Noon an
Radio Free Europe/Radio
that America is making
Liberty, Radio and TV Martí, Radio Free
wise choices in its international media
Asia and the Middle East Broadcasting
outreach. We were also encouraged by
Network ( Radio Sawa and Alhurra TV).
Mr. Shell's subsequent statements about
Each one of these taxpayer-funded media
how the best way to showcase freedom
entities with a goal of serving foreign
and democracy is through free media.
audiences is an important national asset
During his meeting with CUSIB, Mr.
that needs to be protected and supported.
Shell heard firsthand accounts about
Ultimately, this kind of radio prohow Iran's democracy-seeking youth
gramming is one of America's best and
rely upon accurate information from
least costly investments in national secuthe U.S. to be shared with them on
rity. U.S. international broadcasting can
their smartphones. He heard about the
save American lives. It is tragic that it
importance of radio broadcasts to Tibet,
has fallen into astate of deep managewhere the number of self-immolations
rial crisis.
continues to rise as adesperate attempt
In an effort to bring U.S. internato bring awareness of the plight of the
tional broadcasting out of this crisis,
Tibetans. He met with aCUSIB member
the Committee for U.S. International
who spent five years in Laogai, China's
Broadcasting was pleased to meet in
archipelago of forced labor camps,
New York with Jeff Shell. then presibecause of her support for deniocr,m.
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Further, Shell listened to another
CUSIB member discuss Cuba, the great
lengths Cuban dissidents will go to in
order to get information, and the risks
they face just to make sure their plight is
known. Afterwards, one CUSIB member
stated: "Itrust that Mr. Shell left this
meeting deeply impressed with the weight
of his responsibility." CUSIB also looks
forward to meeting with Ambassador
Crocker and Matthew Armstrong, the two
other new BBG members. CUSIB also
intends to meet with Kenneth Weinstein,
who has most recently been confirmed by
the Senate to serve on the BBG.
SEEK NEW VISION
CUSIB works hard to protect journalists in nations where media freedom does not exist. Our members are
all volunteers. This assures that we
are beholden to no one. We are also
non-partisan. We were honored to welcome former BBG member Ambassador
Victor Ashe to CUSIB's board, and we
have had useful exchanges with two outstanding BBG members, Susan McCue
and Michael Meehan, who together with
Victor Ashe had made strong initial
progress to re-establish public oversight
and control over the government bureaucracy that has made U.S. international
broadcasting nearly "defunct" and "dysfunctional," to use former Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton's words.
Our NGO makes no efforts to impact
the particular content of news stories
transmitted by the Broadcasting Board
of Governors, but we do make every
(continued on page 30)
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Phil Beckman
Broadcast Contract Engineer
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NOONAN
(continued from page 29)

effort to support the journalists who
report about human rights and other
issues. We want to be sure that they are
treated properly by the management
and have sufficient resources to do their
important jobs.
We are one of the few organizations in
the U.S. that specifically cares about and
supports U.S. international broadcasting,
and we believe that anew strategic vision
needs to be articulated for it.
Neither CUSIB nor American taxpayers want the BBG to tailor its program
content to become a commercial success, which seems to be the direction the
bureaucracy has taken the BBG — but
failed to deliver even on these faulty
goals. That is not why U.S. international
broadcasting was created by Congress.
We expect the BBG to specialize in
reporting news and opinions that audiences abroad cannot get from other
sources, particularly their own media,
and to report and deliver such news
and opinions to people in places like
Cuba, Iran, Russia and China. CUSIB
is seriously concerned that this strategic
vision has been compromised by years of
neglect and wrong choices by the central
Washington administration, wh ich has
little connection to foreign audiences.
We have seen the weakening of news
reporting and the loss of specialization by
various BBG entities as aresult of mandates imposed on them from above. We
have seen also-important language services and their programs being eliminated or
proposed for elimination while the central
administration continued to grow.
Officials now propose even more centralization and more central planning.
These proposals must be resisted.
USE ALL MEANS
Contrary to promises made by the
BBG, elimination of broadcasts and
reduced original news reporting have not
resulted in greater audience engagement
through social media.
This is particularly evident at the
Voice of America, which has fallen far
behind BBC, Al Jazeera and Russia
Today in every measurable category.
Because of our particular concerns with
underserved, poor and repressed audiences, we are committed to the use of all
means of reaching them, not just through
the Internet, but also relying on shortwave radio broadcasts where they are
still needed, direct-to-home satellite television and other creative technologies.
We believe that individual BBG entities are in the best position to decide
what mix of new and traditional media
works best for their audiences in various countries. We believe strongly in the
primacy of the news and delivering the
news through multiple media. We see
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radio and television news journalism not
as obstacles to progress but as important
contributors of multimedia content.
The merging of traditional and new
media has been one of the IBB bureaucracy's biggest failures. This problem
must be addressed by the new board as
soon as possible.
Nobel Peace Prize recipient Aung San
Suu Kyi underscored the importance of
VOA and RFA radio for freedom advocates in oppressed nations, including her
homeland of Burma, during avisit to the
BBG office in Washington on Sept. 18
last year.
Blind Chinese human rights advocate Chen Guangcheng also publicly
expressed his appreciation of the value of
radio broadcasting to China. Radio can
be the lifeline for poor people in many
places in the world who do not have
television or Internet access. Radio is
cheap, and unlike those who use computers, radio listeners cannot be monitored.
We hope that Mr. Shell and the BBG
board will work to strengthen both radio
and television broadcasting as important
news generating assets of a multimedia
expansion strategy.
CUSIB believes that the BBG is not
designed to run as a business. It is not
expected to provide soft news and entertainment to achieve maximum ratings or
to appease repressivse governments. It
requires good management and public
oversight.
This concern was highlighted this past
June by Rep. Ted Deutch ( D-Fla.) at a
House Foreign Affairs Committee hearing when he asked, "What has to happen
so that [the BBG] actually behaves like a
news network so that the Iranian people
can get good, can get clear, real news
from this outlet?"
EMPLOYEE MORALE
CUSIB will support any effort by Mr.
Shell and other BBG board members
to change the management culture at
the International Broadcasting Bureau
and the Voice of America, to improve
employee morale, and to make news
reporting apriority.
Attacks on free expression, intimidation of employees, illegal firings, refusals to answer questions from journalists
and attacks on journalists by government executives in charge of managing
the agency must be stopped. It is the
first step to reforming U.S. international
broadcasting.
CUSIB appreciates the importance
of both Voice of America and surrogate
broadcasting and hopes that under Mr.
Shell's tenure, their roles will be supported. CUSIB does not accept the myth
that these different missions duplicate
each other. VOA Cantonese, Mandarin
and Tibetan services provide news and
opinions from the United States as mandated by the U.S. Congress in the Voice
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of America Charter.
Radio Free Asia has a separate congressional mandate and does tremendous
work with local journalists. Voice of
America's identity and success abroad
are tied to being identified with the
United States. VOA cannot be asuccessful surrogate broadcaster, just as RFA
cannot be asuccessful representative for
all of America.
Unlike many of the European nations,
the U.S. does not have atradition of government-supported domestic media. Such
a concept is alien to most Americans.
NPR and PBS get only asmall fraction
of their funding directly from Congress.
Our constitution specifically says that
the government shall not restrict free
media. The concept of domestic government media repels a lot of Americans.
We saw it with the harmful and unnecessary media controversy over the SmithMundt Modernization Act, around which
the BBG's executive staff did not predict
the fallout and as a result had no plan
to deal with it. It is one of the many
examples of the agency being badly led
at the bureaucratic level.
It seems to us that all too often, the
Washington-centered bureaucracy cares
little about specific audiences abroad
and even fails to understand American
politics. It is highly unlikely that U.S.
international broadcasting would ever
emerge as another global, "BBC-like"
public media outlet serving both the U.S.
and audiences abroad, with American
taxpayers gladly paying for it with their
tax money.
Americans are generous and humanitarian-minded people willing to support
awell-defined and targeted U.S. international broadcasting mission abroad that
has astrong media freedom and human
rights purpose. CUSIB hopes that the
new BBG board will work to advance
such amission under the leadership of its
Chairman Shell.
We may not agree on everything, but
we fully share his statement that the
BBG "has alot of very good people who
work for this organization." We must not
let them down. We owe it to them and
to the American taxpayers to support
highly-specialized U.S. media outlets,
which international audiences will turn
to as sources of needed and trusted news
and opinions.
We live in atroubled and often dangerous world where freedom of the press
is still rare and attacks on freedom all
too common. The mission of U.S. international broadcasting is indeed to show
freedom and democracy at work through
courageous and unbiased journalism.
CUSIB describes itself as a nonpartisan, nongovernmental organization working to strengthen free flow of
uncensored news from the United States
to countries with restricted and developing media environments.
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TO MAKE
THIS SOUND LIKE THIS ...>
Zan into Lode Show

GET THIS

STAC VIP MAKES YOUR PHONES SOUND AMAZING
STAC VIP uses VolP ( Voice over IP) to manage allyour phone calls for talk shows, interviews
and contests. It handles calls from Skype" as well as HD Voice- capable Smartphone apps.
To really get the full impact of what HD Voice can do for your call- in shows, you've got to
hear STAC VIP. So...hear it in action right now: comrex.comiproducts/stacvip.html

STAC

"

VolP • POTS • HD VOICE • CALL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

plugged into

Skype .

STAC VIP is Plugged Into Skype —
comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Doyens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • e-mail:
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